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Apr 3, 2020 As a FSX user I use aproatc for aeronautical because it's better than others. I use Pro ATC X for my grandpa who
likes the windows version. What's your opinion on proatcx for FSX. I bet it works as good as proatc for p3d X version. Because
IMHO PRO-ATC-X has better compatibility with my computer than Pro ATC for p3d X version which is very buggy and crash.

I like it very much so. So im kinda confused on what are you guys thinking about Pro-ATC-X for FSX. I would be very very
thankful for any opinion on that. Thanks, Vic I use Pro ATC on my home computer (P3D SE) and fly with it, and I also use Pro

ATC on all of my clients flights (P3D GE). There is no difference in functionality between the two, and they both support
features that are not supported by the free version of Pro ATC (eg ground-to-air radar and direct ATC communications). The
only real difference is that Pro ATC has more functionality in the free version, which is great if you are planning to fly clients.
A full license is recommended though, as it gives you access to many features that the free version does not have. I mainly use

Pro ATC and Pro ATC X on my PC for aircraft flying under IFR, as I think they are more accurate. They have good integration
with the AIM and PAPI system, and are available in an x32 version which supports Windows 10. The main thing to consider is
that there are different versions of Pro ATC/X, some of which have optional flight crews who can accept messages from ATC

at very low cost per aircraft; other versions allow you to request messages to aircraft that are not under your control. These flight
crew versions are more expensive than the non-flight crew version, but they offer better functionality in those areas. So you

need to consider your needs and what you are planning to do in future. Pro ATC also supports Bluetooth ATC. So if you do not
have your IFE or nav software set up with an ATC provider, you can use the built-in ATC and the Bluetooth connection at the

same time, and have them both working to provide independent ATC service. One of the advantages of using Pro ATC
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